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The Heliconian Club is honoured to present the 2022 summer exhibition of  art featuring the members of  
the Visual Arts section.

Member artists were asked to consider what images were conjured up by the words “Warm and Wild”. The 
resulting pieces represent a wide variety of  interpretations encompassing media from all types of  paint to 
collage, mixed media and photography.

The subtext is “Summer” in all its forms.

The resulting exhibit refl ects a body of  knowledge, talent, experience and creativity accumulated by 
fourteen members of  the club who took the challenge to show us how they work within a theme. Viewers 
of  the show are invited to witness the results of  these creative processes and refl ect on the diversity of  the 
responses. 

As with all art forms, the viewer is an integral part of  the piece – especially if  you understand that the work 
does not fully exist until it is viewed. We ask, therefore, that you, the viewer, consider the inspiration, “Warm 
and Wild”, and take part in the process of  discovery begun by the artists and fulfi lled by you.

On view June 30 - Sept 7, 2022 
Reception Saturday, July 9, 2022 from 1-4pm
Heliconian Hall, 35 Hazelton Avenue, Toronto

presents it’s summer show

Warm and Wild

Catherine Maunsell
Mary Perdue
Piera Pugliese
Joanne Shenfeld
Patricia Stamp
Rosemary Tannock
Helen Wang



Illusions 3  2021
Acrylic on canvas
30 x 30 in

Under the Sea  2022
Acrylic on canvas
30 x 30 in



As the season changes and warmer weather 
arrives, I have chosen four pieces that peak 
the imagination of  the viewer from the 
abstract into possible reality.

---
Donna is an upcoming contemporary, abstract 
artist that started painting a few years ago and 
discovered a new outlet for her creative side. 
Her various professional careers have given 
her a sense of  organization, time management 
and design. Her background in interior design 
continues to infl uence her sense of  colour, 
composition and design.

donna.bryce@icloud.com

Donna Bryce

Some Like It Hot  2022
Acrylic on canvas
36 x 36 in

Twist  2022
Acrylic on canvas
30 x 30 in



The Magic Hour, Lake Superior  2021
Oil on panel
24 x 30 in

Heron on the Bayou, Sanibel  2022
Oil on canvas
18 x 18 in

The Big Wave, Ixtapa  2022
Oil on canvas
16 x 20 in



I am fascinated by the effects of  water on 
the world’s climate and on the creatures who 
inhabit it.

Clouds exist in my imagination as living 
things, just as much as the birds and people in 
my paintings.

---
I started my artistic life drawing and it has 
been the foundation for my explorations ever 
since. I taught drawing for thirty years and in 
my classes I spent a lot of  time pushing my 
students to be keen observers.

In my own work, observation is the starting 
point but what happens from there is the real 
joy and challenge. When looking at something 
that is meaningful to us we see through the 
fi lter of  our emotions which, consciously or 
not, affects how we represent it.

Because I have a strong affi nity for the natural 
world, I have gravitated to nature as a way of  
expressing “my longing”, as Gerhard Richter 
puts it. My emotional self  seeks certain scenes 
and it becomes a soulful pursuit to express the 
beauty I am seeing.

vivian.east@gmail.com

Vivian East

Ibises on the Shore, Sanibel  2022
Oil on canvas
18 x 18 in

Herring Gull, Lake Superior  2021
Oil on canvas panel
12 x 16 in



Summer Dusk  2021
Oil on cradled panel
10 x 10 in

Pink Shimmer  2021
Oil on canvas
12 x 10 in

Before The Storm  2021
Oil on canvas
14 x 11 in



Kaleidoscope Rock  2021
Oil on canvas
12 x 10 in

Ontario north is a land of  windswept pines 
and granite outcroppings that in the summer 
becomes a wonderland of  warmth and fun.

Pushing my realism into different directions, 
palette knife and brush, I work using the 
iconic north country as my muse. Normally 
a painter of  children and sunshine, these 
paintings refl ect the hazy evenings and wild 
weather changes I see from my vantage point 
in Lake Muskoka.

carolyn.grand@gmail.com

Carolyn Grand

Twilight Swim  2021
Oil on canvas
10 x 8 in



What Comes Around 1  2021
Acrylic on watercolour paper
12 x 16 in

What Comes Around 2  2021
Acrylic on watercolour paper
12 x 16 in

What Comes Around 3  2021
Mixed media collage on watercolour paper
12 x 16 in



The works in this collection are abstract 
pieces that refl ect a wildness through the 
use of  vivid colours, lines and shapes.  I 
have experimented with different tools 
and techniques to create works that evoke 
individual interpretation and a “warm and 
wild” imagination.

---
Florence has loved to draw and paint since 
childhood.  Throughout the years, she has 
explored various forms of  art from pottery, to 
stained glass to her passion for painting.  
Florence is an artist who uses watercolour 
and acrylics to create fl orals, landscapes and 
abstracts.  She loves to spend hours on the 
beauty of  the fi ne details of  landscapes and 
fl orals and thrives on the boldness, vibrant 
colours and creativity of  her abstract works.
Florence has worked with various recognized 
art instructors to develop and enhance her 
skills and style.

fl oguttmanart@gmail.com

Florence Guttman

Cascading Waters  2022
Acrylic on canvas
24 x 24 in

Sky Above and Earth Below  2022
Acrylic on canvas
24 x 30 in



South Gate into Guild Park  2021
Watercolour on paper 
8.5 x 11.5 in

Helliwell House from the marsh below  2022
Acrylic on canvas board
12 x 9 in



“Up Above II” began with drawing from the model 
then blossomed with imagining her inner and outer 
worlds. Based on the seated pose Helga struck, looking 
up, I placed her in the landscape of  Ferron’s song 
Misty Mountain, where she dreams of  an eagle free 
of  all constraints. The peaceful sweetness of  Helga’s 
expression, however, is all hers. 
Begun in 2016, I reworked this piece in 2022, just as 
summer and mRNA vaccines released us from a very 
long winter. If  Helga or Ferron sees this, I hope they 
will be pleased!

“South Gate into Guild Park”
I liked how the sweeping branches of  a weeping spruce 
contrasted with the pieced-together gateway (wrought 
iron from Rosedale, piers from the Product Exchange 
Building) and how the light led on the garden within.
“Helliwell House from the marsh below”
The paper mill is long gone to a gallery, and the 200 
year-old house holds only ghosts and museum arte-
facts, but in the marsh and wildfl ower reserve below, 
remnants of  wilderness recover

---
Raised in Montréal, Dougal lived in Massachusetts, BC 
and England before settling in Toronto to work as a 
lithographic stripper, typesetter and graphic designer 
and fi nally web developer. In 2013, she com-pleted the 
Visual Arts Certifi cate at The Art Centre.  She is active 
in the Toronto Heliconian Club and the Don Valley Art 
Club.
Responding to people, moments and places that tell 
a story, Dougal loves painting and sketching en plein 
air using acrylics or watercolour, often adding briefl y 
glimpsed or imagined elements to complete the scene. 
She also enjoys life drawing and attempting portraits of  
fellow artists on zoom.

www.dmhaggart.ca, www.friendsandart.ca 
@dmhaggart
dougal@dmhaggart.ca

Dougal M. Haggart

Up Above II  2022
Acrylic on canvas
30 x 24 in



Series, Smarties - 1  2022
Acrylic on round maple panel

12 x 12 in round

Series, Smarties - 1  2022
Acrylic on round maple panel

12 x 12 in round

Series, Smarties - 1  2022
Acrylic on round maple panel

12 x 12 in round

Series, Smarties - 1  2022
Acrylic on round maple panel

12 x 12 in round



Hot & Wild! 
Building on the theme of  the show I created 
a palette of  hot & wild colours that are often 
associated with summer.  The oranges & 
yellows refl ect the intensity of  the sun.  The 
various marks & swirling patterns represent 
the masses of  people heading to beaches, 
cottages or anywhere outside to have fun in 
the sun.

---
Series - Smarties - 1,2,3,4,5
For this series I wanted to do something 
crazing & daring.  Spinning each tondo in my 
hand, I let the paint brush twist & swirl across 
the surface. I let myself  go with the colour 
palette & dynamic marks &  created 5 unique 
tondos.

---
Mirren Hinchley is an emerging, abstract 
painter who after a successful career took 
up painting in this next exciting chapter of  
her life. Her painting process is based on 
experiential learning. She has been able to 
let herself  go & express her creativity every 
time she starts a new canvas. She wants 
her paintings to reveal her joy of  colour & 
texture, to entice & inspire the viewer to think 
& talk about what they have just seen. Her 
works have been displayed in juried Canadian 
gallery shows but also galleries in Milan, the 
UK & Venice.

www.mirrenhinhleyart.com
@artbymirren
mirren.hinchley@icloud.com

Mirren Hinchley

Hot & Wild!  2021
Acrylic on canvas
36 x 36 in

Series, Smarties - 1  2022
Acrylic on round maple panel

12 x 12 in round



Wet and Wild  2022
Mixed media on canvas
40 x 30 in

Summer Storm 1  2021
Mixed media on canvas
20 x 16 in

Summer Storm Revisited  2021
Mixed media on canvas
20 x 16 in

Another Summerstorm  2021
Mixed media on canvas
20 x 16 in



When I think of  summer, I think of  brilliant 
colours: fl owers of  pinks, reds, yellow and 
purple. I envision green leaves of  multiple 
shades hanging from white birch tree 
branches. I remember skies of  cerulean blue 
which seem to merge with aqua water. Yet 
summer is unpredictable and uncontrollable, 
warm and wild. The power of  nature should 
make us all feel humble. 

https://neema-lakindainow.pixels.com/
ndainow@gmail.com

Neema Lakin-Dainow

River Run  2022
Mixed media on metal
20 x 20 in

Talisman  2021
Mixed media on canvas
24 x 24 in



Summer Lightening  2022
Acrylic on paper
30 x 22 in

Blue Version 1  2022
Acrylic on paper
9.5 x 7.5 in

Diarylide Version 1  2022
Acrylic on paper
9.5 x 7.5 in

Feeling Tropical  2022
Acrylic on paper
9.5 x 7.5 in



For me painting is sensuous, visceral and 
intuitive. I begin with a very limited idea - a 
mood, a feeling or perhaps an experiment 
with line - anything more detailed and 
concrete derails my process.  I generally 
choose a dominant colour palette to fi t the 
mood. I set down my fi rst marks usually with 
some idea of  whether I want this to be a 
primarily organic or geometric painting.  I lay 
down some lines/shapes and I’m off! 

I am an emotional painter who responds to 
the marks and the colours, as I paint, never 
certain where I will fi nally land! Sometimes 
the initial marks get to survive as laid down 
but as I engage in the process of  reviewing 
and revising, painting over and scratching 
through, reworking shapes and adjusting 
colour, they may disappear or change beyond 
recognition. Creating a fi nished painting is a 
process of  addition and subtraction.

cath.maunsell@icloud.com

Catherine Maunsell

Warm and Wild Boggle  2022
Acrylic on paper
17.5 x 23.5 in

Summer Storm Overhead  2022
Acrylic on paper
9.5 x 7.5 in



Groovin’  2022
Oil & CWM
16 x 20 in

I’ve Got a Feeling  2022
Oil & CWM
16 x 20 in

Laid Back Jazz  2022
Oil & CWM
20 x 16 in

Rhapsody in Blue  2022
Oil & CWM
20 x 16 in



Mary Perdue is a fi ne art photographer and 
multimedia artist. She learned her art skills 
in courses at the Ontario College of  Art and 
Design, Ryerson University, the Toronto 
School of  Art, and at various workshops. She 
has been exhibiting her work for over 15 years 
in group and solo shows and has published 
two books of  photographs. Her pieces hang 
in offi ces and homes in Canada, the United 
States, Europe and Japan.

Mary’s art explores the nature and 
attractiveness of  weathered surfaces, such as 
the old stucco buildings and walls of  Spanish 
colonial cities. In Mexico, many of  the walls 
are painted in earthy shades of  red, blue, 
ochre, etc. Various over-lapping coats of  paint 
cover the cracks and gaps that have occurred 
with time. Mary creates multi-layered abstract 
paintings using oil and cold wax on wood 
panels to interpret this subject matter. The 
nature of  this medium allows her to both 
build up and scrape back though the layers, 
resulting in complex intriguing compositions.

Mary lives in Oakville where she has a studio 
and a home gallery.

www.maryperdueimages.ca 
perduemary@live.com

Mary Perdue

Stardust  2022
Oil & CWM
16 x 20 in

On My Way Home  2022
Oil & CWM
16 x 20 in



Private Garden  2021
Oil on canvas
16 x 20 in

Garden in the Rain  2021
Oil on canvas
24 x 30 in



In the spirit of  play, I attempt to start and 
fi nish a painting in a day, at most going 
back later  for a quick touch-up when the 
fi rst layer dries. These experimental efforts 
are for strengthen my soft skills, my colour 
palettes and to force myself  to loosen up. I 
am always thinking of  nature when I do this. 
I am not always pleased with the images but 
sometimes something emerges that I keep. 
These 3 paintings; “Private Garden”, “Garden 
in the Rain” and “Uprising of  Weeds” were 
produced this way. It is cathartic to fi nd an 
image this way.

---
Piera is a sometimes landscape painter, 
who’s work is all times based on nature.  She 
portrays how it feels to be in nature to raise 
awareness of  how dependant we all are on it.

piera_p@sympatico.ca

Piera Pugliese

Uprising of  Weeds  2021
Mixed media on canvas
18 x 24 in



Red Flower  2021
Mixed media on paper 
12 x 12 in

Blue Blossom  2021
Mixed media on paper 
12 x 12 in

Bouquet  2021
Mixed media on paper 
12 x 12 in



Bright fl orals evoke the warmth and joy of  
summer.  Each piece starts with an active 
ground that is composed of  acrylic medium, 
collage and texture. Subsequent layers of  
paint, ink, collage, line and glazing build up to 
create an intricate and dense surface.

---
Joanne Shenfeld is a Toronto artist whose 
work has appeared in juried shows at the John 
B. Aird Gallery, Leslie Grove Gallery, Gallery 
1313, North Toronto Group of  Artists, 
Tarragon Theatre, Toronto Public Library, 
Lift Ground Print Studio/Gallery and the 
Wychwood Barns Art Market. Her work was 
featured on the covers of  the Life Section of  
the Toronto Star: https://bit.ly/2Rgb4xF, and 
the poetry book To Measure the World by 
Karen Shenfeld (Ekstasis Editions, 2020).

www.joanneshenfeld.weebly.com
https://www.instagram.com/joanne_
shenfeld/

joanneshenfeld@gmail.com

Joanne Shenfeld

Purple Floral  2021
Mixed media on paper 
12 x 12 in



Andes of  the Cuenca de Elqui, Chile I  2015
Pigment ink on fi ne art canvas, gallery wrap
16 x 25 in



Andes of  the Cuenca de Elqui, Chile II  2015
Pigment ink on fi ne art canvas, gallery wrap
22 x 15 in

I have always been attracted to the margins 
of  place, time and mind. I look for the beauty 
to be found in the remote places of  countries 
and continents; on the borders of  homesteads 
and communities; at the interface of  elements 
– rock, plant, water, sky. These photographs 
were taken during an arduous hike up into 
the Andean mountains, to the hot springs 
headwaters of  the Elqui River in northcentral 
Chile. I would have been a geologist in 
another life, and for me, these pictures capture 
the immediacy and power of  far landscapes.

---
Patricia Stamp has been taking photographs 
since she was eight years old. She has been 
exhibiting her work with Toronto arts 
organizations since 2009, after a career as an 
African Studies professor at York University. 
The archive that forms the basis of  Patricia 
Stamp’s photo art includes images from fi ve 
continents, across an array of  subject matter, 
from birds to mammals, plants, insects, 
landscapes, sculpture, under-water scenes, and 
a quirky take on everyday objects.

www.patriciastamp.com

Patricia Stamp



Pipe Dreams  2020
Watercolour
10.5 x 13.5 in



Upon retiring from my academic/scientifi c 
career in 2019, I rediscovered my passion for 
watercolour painting, especially en plein air. 

“Pipe Dreams” was motivated by staying 
in the ‘Boat-Shed’ in the South Island of  
New Zealand, which was built by the Gaudi-
infl uenced NZ architect, Ian Athfi eld. A few 
hundred yards down a fi eld, was his own 
summer retreat; a collection of  whitewashed 
buildings facing an inlet, which I sketch in 
situ, then reimagined them in this painting. 

The semi-cubist style painting “Undulating 
Fountain” [a completely dry fountain] was 
completed alla prima en plein air in one of  
San Miguele de Allende’s parks, Mexico, on 
a swelteringly hot day in which everything 
seemed to undulate! 

tannockr@gmail.com

Rosemary Tannock

Undulating Fountain  2019
Watercolour
10 x 13.75 in



With the Wind  2020
Mixed medium on paper
16 x 14 in

Warm Tone  2022
Oil on linen board
20 x 25 in

Afternoon  2021
Oil on linen board
20 x 25 in

Lilies  2021
Oil on linen canvas
20 x 16 in



Still Life  2020
Water color on paper
14 x 16 in

Helen.yangjean@gmail.com

Helen Wang

Lotus  2020
Ink on the paper
16 x 16 in




